Superb Internet Launches Exclusive SEO Hosting Services
The marketing manager of Superb Internet Corporation today announced the company is
launching discounted SEO plans along with their SEO hosting services exclusively for hosting
clients. This significant development will take place on August 25, 2012. The company aims to
help customers take advantage of big savings and provide high quality SEO services to boost
their web presence.
Seattle, Washington (PRWEB) August 21, 2012 -- The marketing manager of Superb Internet Corporation
today announced the company is launching discounted SEO plans along with their SEO hosting services
exclusively for hosting clients. This significant development will take place on August 25, 2012. The company
aims to help customers take advantage of big savings and provide high quality SEO services to boost their web
presence.
Search engine optimization is an integral part to gain website traffic and achieve revenue for an online business.
Optimizing a website requires using the correct SEO techniques to increase page ranking in the search engines.
Most often, visitors who view the content of a page never go beyond it to look at the other pages on a website.
In this regard, expert guidance is needed to make the website appealing to a lot of viewers. Since the
competition is extremely tough for popular keywords, high quality SEO is required to move to the top of search
engine rankings.
Superb Internet is a cut above the rest in providing SEO services. Their customized search engine optimization
plans are designed to get customers ahead of the competition by delivering amazing results in web traffic,
ranking positions and conversion rates in just a few months. Each plan comes with a client login where they can
view the monthly report, access personal website recommendations and many more. To better compare all SEO
plans, visit the website’s link at http://www.superb.net/seo/.
Hosting customers of Superb Internet will get discounted rates on SEO plans and services. They can choose
from a wide array of SEO packages that cater to the need of their online business. There’s the entry level plan
for small targeted local markets or the more advance option to handle medium to high competition levels. There
are also campaigns that will help the business establish a strong presence worldwide. Each plan comes with a
specified number of targeted keywords with an estimated time given as to when a positive result is expected. A
comparison table is likewise provided to view each feature and the affordable value that comes with the plan.
When asked why Superb Internet chose to offer SEO, Marketing Manager Rich Norwood said, “We know
firsthand how much of an advantage a company has when they are in the top three organic positions of a search
query. We will do what is needed to make sure our hosting clients are successful on the web."
Superb Internet is happy to offer discounted SEO plans to their valued customers. The company understands
the needs of online businesses and strives to support them in the best way possible. The company works hard to
get their clients at the top of search engine rankings to boost more traffic to these online websites. Helping the
business convert visitors into buyers is an ultimate goal for the company. With more sales coming in, revenues
are to be expected. With the client’s success, Superb Internet wants to be there and share in their joy for the
long term.
About Superb Internet
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Since 1996, Superb Internet has been consistently recognized as a premier web host by leading trade
organizations and publications, such as FindMyHost and Web Host Magazine. Earning accolades in all key
service areas—including customer support, managed dedicated servers, and reseller services— Superb Internet
provides a complete range of managed web hosting solutions. The company serves clients in more than 150
countries worldwide, providing virtual shared web hosting, dedicated & managed services, and high-volume,
mission-critical high-availability geographically-dispersed cluster solutions.
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Contact Information
Rich Norwood
Superb Internet
http://www.superb.net
808-544-0387
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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